Association of Information Technology Law of Argentina (ADIAr) is an academic organization dedicated to research, development, and diffusion of the legal and regulatory aspects of the Information Society.

**Association of Information Technology Law of Argentina (ADIAr) Objectives**

Internet opens new spaces in the social model, thereby generating opportunities that should be analyzed from the multi-disciplinary standpoint, since these phenomena with the technological revolution include various legal, economic, social, cultural and technical aspects that modify current structures.

In the law field, this generates new issues and legal acts, which should be regulated in a special manner as well, offering possibilities for participation within the framework of equality, guaranteeing technological neutrality and inclusion, in order to really reach the "Information Society”.

Constituting the Information Society requires not only intelligence, but also the participation of all social actors, in a Society in which all are included and able to access the benefits of the Internet within the framework of equality and security.

As such, we should generate regulations that drive towards this result. No one should be marginalized from the benefits of technological development, which offers such great possibilities for reaching an integral development and new tools for those who have the least.

**Association of Information Technology Law of Argentina (ADIAr): activities and accomplishments**

- We collaborated in the analysis and editing of Argentina’s National Law 26.388, defining IT Crimes.
- Every year we organize, from our very own foundation office, Seminars on the IT Law of Argentina.
- We collaborate with and provide consultation for the three powers of the state (Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branches) regarding the analysis and research on issues related to IT from a legal standpoint.
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